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NSR Reform 

Provisions and Status 
PROVISION STATUS 

Baseline Actual Emissions 

(BAE) Definition (5/10 year 

Lookback with Adjustments) 

Upheld by DC Circuit.  Must be used in 

determining emissions increases for 

applicability purposes. 

Projected Actual Emissions 

(PAE) Definition, Including 

Demand Growth Exclusion 

Upheld by DC Circuit.  Either PAE or PTE to be 

used as post-project emissions for applicability 

purposes.   

BAE to PAE Test for 

Modifications 

Upheld by DC Circuit, but EPA appears to be 

pushing to use PTE instead of PAE and to be 

taking the position that this test is only for the 

current modification (cannot be used for 

contemporary modifications when netting).  

Also, EPA is objecting to “project netting” for 

existing unit modifications. 
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NSR Reform 

Provisions and Status 
PROVISION STATUS 

Clean Unit Provision Vacated by DC Circuit. 

Pollution Control Project (PCP) 

Exemption 

Vacated by DC Circuit, including 1992 

WEPCO Rule PCP exclusion.  

Plantwide Applicability Limits (PALs) – 

Actual Emissions Basis 

Upheld by DC Circuit. 

Equipment Replacement Rule (for 

Routine maintenance, repair, and 

replacement (RMRR) rule) 

Vacated by DC Circuit.  Would have 

provided a “bright line” test.  RMRR 

exclusion at 52.21(b)(2)(iii)(a) remains 

and uses WEPCO court criteria, but 

exemption has been narrowed by 

vacatur. 
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NSR Reform 

Provisions and Status 
PROVISION STATUS 

Debottlenecking Rule Withdrawn.  Would have reversed EPA policy of 

counting emissions increases from units that are 

affected but not themselves modified. 

Project Aggregation Rule Promulgated, but effective date delayed 

indefinitely; EPA has proposed to revoke.  Provides 

guidance on when to aggregate projects based on 

technical and economic independence. 

Stationary Source 

Definition (Source 

“Aggregation”) Policy 

Wehrum memorandum re oil and gas fields 

withdrawn.  Agencies making case by case 

decisions.  Summit Petroleum  6th Circuit decision 

8/7/12 overturns EPA use of “functional 

interrelatedness” in determining whether sources 

are adjacent. 
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NSR Reform 

Provisions and Status 
PROVISION STATUS 

Hourly (NSPS) Emissions 

Increase Test for Electric 

Generating Units 

Proposed but abandoned. 

Project Netting Finalized in 2002 for all projects other than 

hybrid projects.  Clarified in 2006.  No 

subsequent changes to rule, but more recent 

EPA statements reflect a change in 

interpretation. 

Reasonable Possibility Rule Promulgated.  EPA agreed to reconsider but did 

not stay the rule, which provides a threshold 

test for recordkeeping requirements when using 

BAE to PAE test. 
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NSR Reform 

Provisions and Status 
PROVISION STATUS 

Fugitive Emissions Rule Promulgated, but stayed until reconsidered.  

Conforms inclusion of fugitives for major 

modification applicability to inclusion in 

determining whether a source is major.  

Meanwhile, EPA has reverted to original rule, 

which still excludes non-listed source 

modifications if the modification would be major 

only due to inclusion of fugitive emissions (but 

does so in a very confused way). 

Regulated NSR Pollutant 

Definition 

PSD Tailoring Rule 

Clarified in Johnson memorandum and in 

Tailoring Rule:  Pollutants not regulated under 

the Act, hence not regulated NSR pollutants, 

unless actual control is required.  Particularly 

important with respect to CO2. 
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NSR Reform 

Provisions and Status 
PROVISION STATUS 

Deferral for GHG Emissions 

from Bioenergy and Other 

Biogenic Sources 

EPA promulgated the final rule providing a three 

year deferral from July 1, 2011. 

GHG Tailoring Step 3 EPA promulgated the final rule and did not 

lower the Tailoring Rule thresholds.  Revised 

the PAL provisions to allow CO2e PAL and 

synthetic minor permit s for GHG only major 

sources. 
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Current NSR Issues 

 1-year processing statutory mandate 

 Lack of grandfathering 

 Reconsiderations/Reversals 

 Greenhouse gases (GHG)  

 Title V Objections 

 Emissions increase calculation 

 Particulate matter definition 

 Modeling Secondary Emissions using 
Precursors 

 1-hour NO2 and SO2 NAAQS  
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1-Year Processing Statutory 

Mandate 
 Historically, EPA has not taken very 

seriously the Clean Air Act (CAA) 

statutory mandate to take final action 

on complete PSD applications within 

one year 

 However, on 5/26/11, DC District Court 

Judge Leon issued an unforgettable 

Memorandum Opinion on the Avenal 

Power Center case [44J] 
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Avenal 

 Forcefully rejecting EPA’s arguments 

with colorful language 

(“Horsefeathers!” and “…that dog 

won’t hunt”), court ordered EPA to 

comply with the 1-year mandate, 

including appeals to the Environmental 

Appeals Board (EAB), so that there is a 

non-appealable final agency action 

within one year. 
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Avenal… 

 The processing had already been going 
on for 3 years and showed no signs of 
ending, since EPA was insisting that 
Avenal revise its application to address 
new requirements that became effective 
more than a year after the complete 
application was filed (although EPA had 
retreated from imposing the new 
requirements in a remarkable 1/31/11 
declaration from Gina McCarthy [29X]) 
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Avenal… 

 The court gave EPA an additional 3 

months (until 8/27/11) to take final action 

 The next day (5/27/11), EPA issued an 

appealable permit 

 EPA took final action when EAB denied the 

appeal 8/18/11, thus complying with the 

court order 

 Challenge to permit issuance currently 

pending before 9th Cir. (Case No. 11-73342) 
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Avenal… 

 The more important implication, of 

course, is that EPA had to either appeal 

the opinion (to the DC Court of 

Appeals), which it did not do, or alter 

its permit processing and 

administrative review process to 

adhere to the mandate (although EPA 

could attempt to find some alternative) 
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GRANDFATHERING 
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Lack of Grandfathering 

 EPA used to provide “grandfathering” as a 
means of transition between rules on a routine 
basis 

 More important now than ever due to longer 
than ever processing times, but EPA moving 
away from grandfathering instead 

 PM2.5 grandfathering (using PM10) was first 
time EPA allowed, but then took away 
 However, EPA proposed 6/29/12 to grandfather 

new sources and modifications from new PM2.5 
NAAQS requirements if public noticed before the 
effective date of the new provisions. (77 FR 38890) 
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RECONSIDERATIONS AND 

REVERSALS 
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Reconsiderations/Reversals 

 Definition of source--oil and gas fields:  

 1/12/07 – Wehrum memorandum limits 
“aggregation” of units within O&G fields 

 9/22/09 - EPA withdraws Wehrum memorandum  

 10/8/09 – Administrator grants objection to Title V 
permit in CO on basis that evaluation of other 
sources for aggregation (into one source) in an oil 
field was incorrect (CDPHE followed the Wehrum 
memorandum, which was at that time in effect) 

 7/14/10 – CDPHE responds with detailed analysis, 
reaching same conclusion as before: other units 
are separate sources 
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Reconsiderations… 

 Definition of source--oil and gas fields:  
 10/18/10 – EPA Region 8 sends petitioners a letter 

saying that  its initial review indicates that CO 
responded adequately to EPA’s Order.  [29Q]  
Meanwhile, CDPHE continues to use same approach 
and generally concludes not to aggregate units 
together at oil and gas fields. 

 Also on 10/18/10, EPA determines that  
• Summit Petroleum’s Mount Pleasant, Michigan, facility 

(sour gas wells, sweetening plant and associated flares) 
constitutes a single source (Region 5) [29N] 

 This was a supplement and reiteration of an original September 
2009 decision by EPA 

• BP America’s Florida River Compression Facility would not 
be aggregated with the Wolf Point Compressor Station and 
numerous well sites in Colorado (Region 8) [29O] 
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Reconsiderations… 

 Definition of source--oil and gas fields:  
 During 2011, various States (including 

Pennsylvania [47S]) have addressed this 
issue in permitting sources at oil and gas 
fields 

• PA established a distance of 0.25 mile as the 
threshold for being considered “adjacent” 

• EPA Region 3 was highly critical of the PA 
guidance, preferring case-by-case determinations 
based on the “relevant set of facts” 

 In 2011, EPA Region 8 agreed to implement a 
Source Determination Pilot Program for 2 
years 
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Reconsiderations… 

 Definition of source--oil and gas fields:  
 Meanwhile, Summit Petroleum had appealed EPA’s 

applicability determination in November 2009 

 On 8/7/12, the 6th Circuit rejected each of EPA’s 
arguments, observing that the agency’s reliance on 
“functional relatedness” to establish adjacency is 
unreasonable, contrary to the plain meaning of the 
term, inconsistent with the regulatory history, and 
inconsistent with EPA’s own guidance. 

• The court characterized the term “adjacent” as 
unambiguous 

• “…there is common recognition of the fact that adjacency 
is a purely physical and geographical, even if case-by-case, 
determination.” 
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Reconsiderations… 

 Reasonable Possibility Rule: EPA 

agrees to reconsider, but does not stay, 

the rule, which establishes when 

sources have to report emissions 

increases following a BAE to PAE test 
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GREENHOUSE GASES (GHG) 
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Greenhouse Gases (GHG)  

 This has been one of the most active 

areas of NSR regulation 

 In addition, EPA has acted through 

permit reviews, both PSD and Title V 
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GHG… 

 Regulating GHG 

 9/28/09 – EPA proposes to regulate 3 of 6 
GHG (CO2, methane, N2O) from light-duty 
vehicles 

 10/27/09 – EPA proposes NSR Tailoring 
Rule, but most agencies and all industry 
think additional permits estimate is far too 
low 

 12/30/09 – Administrator finds 6 GHG 
endanger public health and welfare 
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GHG… 

 4/2/10 – EPA anticipates GHG will become 

regulated NSR pollutants 1/2/11 based on 

actual control being required of model 

year 2012 vehicles 

• Implementing GHG regulation in NSR  

 No grandfathering: permits issued after date GHG 

are regulated must address 

 BACT analyses must address energy efficiency SIP 

call considered unnecessary: EPA interprets 

regulated NSR pollutant the same under 52.21 as 

under 51.166 
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GHG… 

 6/3/10 Tailoring Rule.  Final rule, effective 8/2/10, phases in NSR 

GHG permitting:   (75 FR 31514) 

•  Step 1.  Beginning 1/2/11, PSD/Title V requirements apply to sources if 

the sources are subject to PSD or Title V anyway due to their non-GHG 

pollutants.  PSD applies to projects that increase net CO2e by at least 

75,000 tpy if project also significantly increases emissions of at least 

one non-GHG pollutant. 

•   Step 2.  Beginning 7/1/11, new sources of at least 100,000 tpy CO2e 

and modifications with at least a net 75,000 tpy CO2e increase are 

subject to PSD. 

•   Exception for both steps:  not subject to PSD for GHG unless GHG 

emissions also exceed the corresponding mass-based triggers 

(100/250 tpy).  For example, a new listed source with emissions of only 

5 tpy of SF6 = 119,500 tpy CO2e, but the SF6 does not equal the 100 tpy 

mass threshold. 
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GHG… 

 Beginning 9/2/10 and continuing through 12/30/10, EPA 
takes action to ensure that: 
 Sources are not major or regulated solely due to GHG 

emissions above the 100/250 tpy major source threshold 

 GHG is addressed after 1/2/11 in States that lack authority to 
regulate GHG.  EPA used a SIP call and FIP to regulate GHG 
directly. 

 1/7/11 – EPA posts its first GHG BACT comment letter 
(Region 6 to Louisiana DEQ re Nucor facility)  [29P] 

 1/12/11 – EPA agrees in response to petition to defer 
application of CO2 permitting requirements to biomass-
fired and other biogenic sources 

 At the last count, there were 27 EPA comment letters 
available at the NSR website 
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GHG… 

 7/3/2012 – EPA’s GHG Tailoring Rule 

Step 3 was promulgated: 

 Retains the CO2e based applicability 

thresholds under the Tailoring Rule 

 Addressed the GHG PAL provisions to 

allow for issuance of PAL on CO2e basis 
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NSR and NSPS 

 EPA proposed an NSPS for GHG 
emissions on April 13, 2012. 

 Key elements of the proposal: 
 Covers only new units: 

• Not reconstructed or modified units. 

• Not existing sources. 

 Combines all fossil EGUs into one category: 
• Covers gas, oil, and coal fired units. 

• Covers all technologies (PC, FB, IGCC, GT). 

• Would not cover simple cycle GTs and non-
continental EGUs. 

• Special provisions for CHP. 
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NSR and NSPS 

 Emissions standards: 
 1000 lb CO2/MWh, output based. 

 Alternative compliance provision: 
• 30-year averaging period. 

• 1800 lb/MWh interim standard. 

• 1000 lb/MWh standard must be met over the 30-year 
period. 

 EPA claims no costs and no benefits. 

 Transitional sources: 
 Defined as projects with a PSD permit in hand at 

proposal. 

 Not covered if construction commences w/in 12 
months of proposal. 
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NSR and NSPS 

 Key NSR issues: 

 Would an NSPS for new units set the “BACT 

floor” for modifications under PSD? 

• EPA was silent on this issue in the proposal. 

• Answer should squarely be “no.” 

• But, not complete consistency between PSD and 

NSPS applicability: 

 e.g., a new unit under NSPS might be a major 

modification under PSD. 

• Innovative arguments almost surely will be made. 
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NSR and NSPS 

 Will the NSPS change the effect of the 

PSD GHG “Tailoring Rule”? 

 EPA claims in the NSPS proposal that the 

Tailoring Rule will continue to apply as it 

currently does after the GHG NSPS is 

adopted. 

 EPA states in the preamble that it intends 

to include confirming language in the final 

rule, but did not propose actual rule text 

on this point. 
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NSR and NSPS 

 Tailoring Rule (cont’d) 
 The Tailoring Rule was implemented by defining the 

term “subject to regulation.” 

 This definition operates in conjunction with the 
definition of “regulated NSR pollutant,” which 
includes a catch-all for pollutants otherwise subject to 
regulation under the Act. 

 But, the definition of “regulated NSR pollutant” 
separately covers a pollutant subject to a standard 
under § 111. 

 Bottom line:  a fix is needed, and EPA should not 
finalize the NSPS until the NSR rules are amended 
and states have the opportunity to obtain SIP 
approval of their amended NSR rules. 
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TITLE V OBJECTIONS 
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Title V Objections 

 EPA continues to use Title V appeals to 

revisit NSR issues 

 There have been a number of such 

permit objections occur since 2009 
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EMISSIONS INCREASE 

CALCULATIONS 
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Emissions Increase 

Calculations 
 Reform Rule authorizes four 

calculations for individual units: 

 New units: BAE to post-project PTE, where 

BAE 

• = 0 for the initial permitting 

• = pre-project PTE for subsequent permitting 

 Existing units: 

• BAE to PAE 

• BAE to PTE 
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Calculation Issues 

 Project netting: EPA policy shift 

 EPA push to require use of PTE for 

netting 

 Role of post-project actual emissions: 

 Whether a source can elect to avoid PSD 

(e.g., by curtailing operations) even though 

the emissions increase due to the project 

could be significant 

 Recent court case addresses this issue 
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Project Netting 

 2002 Reform Rule language, as clarified 
in Sept. 2006 FR notice [71 FR 54235], 
allows project netting for projects other 
than hybrid projects 

 Allows decreases at existing units to be 
counted in determining the project 
emissions increase 

 Different from netting: netting requires 
summing of all increases and decreases 
during contemporaneous period 
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Project Netting 

 In two letters to Hovensa, EPA Region 2 

states that only increases are included 

in calculating emissions for projects 

involving only existing units [27J, 28W] 

 Position reiterated in Aug. 2011 letter 

[46B] and in general GHG permitting 

guidance [46U] 
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Potential to Emit (PTE)  

 NSR rule is explicit: creditable increase 

in “actual emissions” is the amount by 

which “the new level of actual 

emissions exceeds the old level” 

 Unchanged by 2002 Reform Rule 

 “Actual emissions” is PTE only for “any 

emissions unit that has not begun normal 

operations” on the particular date 
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Potential to Emit (PTE)  

 EPA Region 5 in April 2011 announced 
interpretation that PTE is required for 
calculation of creditable increases in 
“actual emissions” [44Q] 

 EPA Region 3 has indicated in its NSR 
training that the same principle applies 
to each contemporaneous change, 
even if double-counting increases at a 
particular unit 
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Role of Post-Project Actual 

Emissions 
 EPA has consistently held that what is 

actually emitted after a project is less 

important than what was (or should have 

been) projected.  See, for example, EPA 

comments and Order re Alliant’s 

Columbia Station [44S, 26E, 28Y] 

 A recent (8/23/11) court decision re DTE’s 

Monroe, MI, power plant modification 

[44R] sheds new light on this issue 
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Alliant/WPL Project 

 Replacement of economizer and final 
superheater at Columbia Generating Station 
Unit 1 in Portage, WI 

 WI DNR authorized exemption in 2005  [44S] 

 Operating hours could increase as a result with 
maximum emissions of SO2 = 61 tpy, above the 40 
tpy significance level, but applicant “would limit 
operations to keep emissions below this level for 
the 5 year period following the project” 

 WEPCO Rule in effect at this time 

 Interesting case of source electing to constrain 
post-project emissions to avoid PSD  
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Alliant/WPL… 

 On 9/3/08, Sierra Club petitioned EPA to 
object to Alliant’s Title V permit on the 
basis, among other things, that the 
project should have been subject to PSD  

 Unit 1 would regain 35.075 operating hours 
annually as a result of the project, resulting in 
a 61 tpy increase in SO2  

 Cannot ignore projected significant increase 
and instead use “confirmed-actual emissions 
to reevaluate emission increases after the 
project” (i.e., “manage” emissions) 
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Alliant/WPL… 

 EPA granted petition in October 2009:  

[26E] 

 WDNR misapplied test— 

• Post-change emissions should be representative 

• Artificially constraining emissions for 5 years 

“could not be considered “representative actual 

annual emissions of the unit”” 

 WDNR responded in 2010 by proposing a 

post-project synthetic minor NSR permit, 

to which EPA also objected [28Y] 
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DTE Decision 

 In granting summary judgment to DTE, 

the U.S. District Court (E.D. Michigan) 

held that: 

 DTE abided by its statutory and regulatory 

obligations because no permit (as yet) was 

required for the project 

 DTE’s Notice Letter, while “not very 

specific,” met the regulatory requirements 
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DTE… 

 Plaintiff argued that the project was a major 
modification and should have had a PSD permit 
 DTE argued that their projection indicated that the 

increase would not be significant 

 Projections were reported to the DEQ and actual 
emissions would be monitored 

 DTE acknowledged that they did not obtain a permit 
and that, based on actual measurements, the project 
“may eventually prove to be a ‘major modification.’” 

 However, DTE argued that that determination “cannot 
be made until the completion of the first year for which 
such measurements are required.”  Therefore, any 
post-construction enforcement action is premature. 
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DTE… 

 The judge agreed with DTE’s analysis: 
 The 2002 NSR rules (and Michigan’s SIP) 

lessen the pre-construction burden on 
existing facilities so long as certain 
requirements are met.  Source can either: 

• Get a permit before commencing its project, or 

• Measure emissions afterward and run the risk of an 
enforcement action 

 Allows source to “pursue necessary 
maintenance work without the expensive, 
burdensome and potentially unnecessary 
permitting requirements” 
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DTE… 

 The Judge also dismissed arguments 
that: 
 DTE’s notice was untimely (filed the day 

before construction commenced, but no 
requirement in rule regarding how far in 
advance notice must be submitted) 

 Notice Letter contained “boilerplate” 
language (contained all information expressly 
required by the rule) 

 DTE should have provided an explanation of 
the basis for excluding emissions, but did not 
(explained, although not very specifically) 
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PARTICULATE MATTER (PM) 

DEFINITION AND PM2.5 

IMPLEMENTATION 
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PM2.5 Implementation  

Condensable (CPM) Emissions 

Revised PM Definition 

Surrogate Policy 
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Total Filterable Particulate (PM) 
Method 5 (+ condensables after 
1/1/11) 

PM-10 Filterable 

PM-2.5 Filterable 

Condensable 

Material 
Filterable 

Material 

Precursors  

SO2  NH3  NOx  VOC  

Considered 

precursor in 

all areas 

Considered 

precursor 

unless State 

demonstrates 

otherwise 

Considered 

precursors only if 

State demonstrates 

them to be 

significant 

contributors 

Total PM-10 Emissions 

Total PM-2.5 Direct Emissions 

Minimum PM-2.5 Emissions Components 

Presumptive PM-2.5 Emissions Components (States can opt out of NOx) 

Maximum PM-2.5 Emissions Components 

The Many Forms of Particulate 

Matter Emissions© 

Includes gaseous emissions or liquid droplets which 

condense to form PM at ambient temperatures.  72 FR 

20664.  Can represent 50+% of total PM-2.5. 

Determined using Method 202 with 2 dry impingers 

and nitrogen purge (as of 12/21/10). 

Method 

201A used 

for 

filterable 

PM-10 and  

filterable 

PM-2.5 (as 

amended 

12/21/10) 

(See Full Page Slide) 
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Revised PM Definition 
 The final rule (5/16/08) inadvertently revised the definition 

of PM to include condensable emissions (CPM) 

 Definition may be unlawful 
 NSR regulation of PM based on PM NSPS 

 NSPS define PM as filterable only (using Method 5) 

 PM that includes CPM is not technically a regulated 
pollutant  

 Revision has potential to affect all PM emission limits 
issued after 1/1/11 
 NSPS PM limits likely unaffected, since currently the 

reference method includes only filterable PM 

 On 3/16/12, EPA proposed revisions to the definition of 
PM to “reestablish” the interpretation that, for 
measurement of PM, condensables are not required to be 
included  (77 FR 14226) 
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Surrogate Policy 

 Effective July 18, 2011, EPA ended policy that 
considered PM10 a surrogate for PM2.5 

 Thus, for PSD / NNSR permits, PM2.5 
emissions need to be specifically addressed 

 BACT / LAER for PM2.5 Emissions 

 PM2.5 Modeling for compliance with NAAQS 
increment 

 PM2.5 Offsets 

 Alternatively, applicants have option to use 
PM10 as surrogate if adequately supported for 
a specific project 
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IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES 
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Major Issues 
 State rule thresholds 

 Attainment/nonattainment areas 

 BACT/LAER issues 

 Attainment strategy and increment 
demonstration challenges 

 Lack of offsets in NA areas 

 New increment dates 

 SIL averaging period 

 Precursor modeling  

 Adding condensibles to PM definition 

 Double-counting emissions 
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State Rule Thresholds 

 EPA’s 10 tpy significance threshold for 

PM2.5 direct, like all the specified 

significance levels, prevents the 

significance level from being “any” 

increase 

 Reduces the number of major 

modifications and the number of PSD 

analyses for trivial increases  
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State Rule Thresholds… 

 Another potential inequity is that States get to 
select whether NOx, VOC and ammonia will be 
PM2.5 precursors 

 A downwind area may be more adversely affected 
by a decision by a State that one or more of these 
are not precursors 

 Of course, a demonstration that there is no 
significant contribution is required 

 Even if there are no State inequities, there can 
be timing issues for permitting (one day VOC 
is not a precursor, the next day it is) 
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Thresholds 

 The significance level and increments are more 
stringent than the original PM increments because 
they are based on a PM10 ratio 
 PM10 to PM ratio was set based on filterable PM only 

 Addition of condensables for PM10 and PM2.5 makes 
the thresholds more stringent (direct PM2.5 and PM10 
emissions can be higher than the original filterable-
only PM emissions for combustion sources) 

 Based on the interpollutant trading ratios, the 40 
tpy significance levels for SO2 and NOx as PM2.5 
precursors is far too low (or the trading ratios are 
too high) 
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BACT/LAER Issues 

 Multiple BACT/LAER determinations for one 
pollutant (PM2.5): 
 Filterable 

 Condensable 

 Precursors: SO2, probably NOx & possibly VOC and 
ammonia 

 More PM2.5 nonattainment areas than SO2 and NOx  

 Challenges often focus on which series of control 
devices to use 
 Some devices may do better at controlling filterable, 

but are less effective on condensables  

 Some create one form of PM2.5 while controlling 
another form of PM2.5  
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BACT/LAER Issues… 
 Precursor BACT/LAER 

 BACT and LAER apply to any emissions units with an 
increase in emissions, regardless of amount, when 
there is a significant increase in a pollutant as a result 
of the project 

 Issue is how to address precursors for a change that 
is major only for precursors 

 For example, a project major only for SO2 in an 
attainment area would determine BACT for SO2.  
Should it also determine BACT for SO2 as a PM2.5 
precursor and if so, what if there are two separate 
“best” technologies: which do you select?  

 Also, where precursors trigger BACT analysis, is the 
source required to install BACT for PM2.5 direct 
emissions even if the PM2.5 increase is less than 
significant? 
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BACT/LAER Issues… 

 In PM2.5 nonattainment areas, even 

small sources of SO2 are likely to end 

up with scrubbers for SO2 as LAER. 
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Attainment/Nonattainment 

Areas 
 Attainment plans rely on emissions 

inventories, but there is still a lack of 
PM2.5 emissions factors and inventories 
for many sources/areas 

 Often, all the PM emissions are assumed to be 
PM2.5, but if the PM emissions are filterable, 
PM2.5 emissions will be underestimated 

 Difficult to factor in the effect of 
precursors—not required for now, but 
how to address in attainment plans? 
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Attainment/Nonattainment 

Areas… 
 There is a large burden on State and local 

agencies resulting from these rapid 
changes 

 2006 PM2.5 NAAQS revision is yet to be 
implemented 

 Yet, EPA is already looking at a PM2.5 NAAQS 
revision.   

 So states have lot of catching up to do.   

 In addition, PM2.5 increments may be revised 
if EPA keeps revising the NAAQS downward 
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Attainment strategy and 

increment demonstration 

challenges 

  High background levels—some very close to the 
NAAQS  

 Long range transport and chemical 
transformations—precursors become especially 
important, yet there are few tools for addressing 
the effects of upwind precursor increases 

 State-by-state precursor determinations 
 A precursor in one area may not be a precursor in 

another (or may have a different threshold) 

 Can make attainment strategies difficult if an upwind 
area does not have the same precursor 
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Lack of Offsets in 

Nonattainment Areas 
 PM2.5 filterable offsets are difficult to find 

and costly when they are available 

 Alternative of NOx and SO2 offsets is also 
costly at the ratios preferred by EPA  

 Pool of emissions not well developed for SO2 
(few nonattainment areas) and NOx 
reductions also sought in ozone 
nonattainment areas 

 If a source decides to use NOx or SO2 for 
PM2.5 filterable offsets, that rapidly depletes 
offset pool because of  high ratios 
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Offset Issues 

 Quantification of PM2.5 direct emissions, 
especially condensables, is still an issue 
 Reference test method published December 

2010 

 Prior condensable test results at combustion 
and other SO2, VOC, and NOx sources likely 
incorrect due to artifacts, so very little 
“correct” data 

 Means few emission factors available 

 RACT requirements encroaching on any 
controls that might generate offsets 
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New Increment Dates 

 Subtle but very important effect in 
attainment areas 

 Not only are the PM2.5 increments 
more stringent than the original PM 
increments, but also EPA (for the first 
time ever) has “reset” the major and 
minor source baseline dates 

 PM10 increments used the original 
baseline dates 
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New Increment Dates… 

 Original PM major source baseline date was 
January 6, 1975 

 In most areas, PM, SO2, and NOx emissions were 
higher then than they are now due to more 
controls or shutdowns 

 Therefore, every reduction at major sources since 
1/6/75 has expanded available increment 

 “Resetting” the major source baseline date to 
10/20/10 means that all those reductions are now 
part of the baseline, so any remaining 
“expansion” increment is unavailable for PM2.5  
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Increment Consumption 

Trigger
Date

Major Source
Baseline Date

Minor Source
Baseline Date

Only construction-

related emissions

changes at major

sources affect

increment.

No changes in

emissions affect

increment, not even

new sources or

modifications.  All

changes are part of

baseline.

All changes in actual

minor source baseline

date emissions from all

sources, even if

authorized in permit,

affect increment.

Agency

takes

"snapshot"

of actual

emissions.
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Increment Consumption-

Example 

Major Source
Baseline Date

Trigger
Date

Minor Source
Baseline Date

A

300

b

90

c

-60

d

70

A-1

20

E

400

A-2

-30

b-1

-40

d-1

80

F

350
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New Increment Dates… 

 Minor source baseline dates also “reset”—will 
be set by the first complete PSD permit 
application following the trigger date (10/20/11) 
for a source or modification that will locate in 
that baseline area or have a significant impact 
on a baseline area 
 Emissions increases and decreases at all sources 

since the minor source baseline date affect 
increment, but generally there have been more 
decreases than increases 

 All those decreases are lost when the date is 
reset—all the remaining “expanded” increment 
disappears 
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New Increment Dates… 

 From the environmental side, the minor 
source baseline date is set by the first 
complete PSD application in the area or 
impacting the area 
 The often rugged Class I areas and 

surrounding land see few PSD permits, so 
triggering increment consumption is slow 

 Some Class I areas still not protected by 
increments, even after 35+ years 

 The areas that do have PM increment 
protection are not automatically covered for 
PM2.5  
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Increments 

 EPA set increments based on approach 

that PM2.5 is a new pollutant 

 Kept PM10 increments, including annual 

increment, even though the annual PM10 

NAAQS was repealed 

 Any major NSR PM source permit after 

10/20/11 will have to address up to four 

PM-based increments 
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SILs 

 States not required to include SILs in their 
rules, so may not be available in some 
SIP-approved States 

 Still unclear how sources are to 
demonstrate impacts are below the PM2.5 
SIL 
 Guidance is out for using SILs in modeling for 

NAAQS compliance, but not for increments 

 EPA promised such guidance following 
promulgation of the increments, but has not 
yet done so 
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Precursor Modeling 

 EPA deliberately did not limit the 
modeling of impacts to PM2.5 direct (75 
FR 64886) 
 Rule language allows agency to require 

precursor modeling as soon as it feels that 
such modeling can be conducted 

 May create a number of transition and 
technical issues in the near future 

 In recent comments on the draft permits, 
EPA is requesting quantitative/qualitative 
precursor NAAQS / increment compliance 
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1-HOUR NO2 AND SO2 NAAQS 
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1-Hour NAAQS  

 New 1-hour NO2 and SO2 NAAQS 

creating problems for stationary 

sources 

 Many source model violations  

 EPA modeling policy has made things 

worse 
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Short-term NAAQS 
 EPA has issued short-term (1-hour) 

NAAQS for NO2 and SO2 

 PSD permits after effective date must 
contain a demonstration of compliance 
with the new standards 

 EAB recently ruled (12/30/10) that a 
permit had to demonstrate compliance 
with the new NO2 NAAQS even though 
the permit was issued prior to the 
NAAQS effective date [29S] 
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Short-term NAAQS… 

 NO2 effective date: 4/12/10 

 6/29/10 guidance provided interim SIL of 4 ppb  
[29L] 

 Should be compared to either: 
• Highest of the 5-year averages of the maximum modeled 

1-hour NO2 concentrations predicted each year at each 
receptor, based on 5 years of NWS data, or 

• Highest modeled 1-hour NO2 concentration predicted 
across all receptors based on 1 year of site-specific met 
data, highest of the multi-year averages of the maximum 
modeled 1-hour NO2 concentrations predicted  each 
year at each receptor, based on 2 or more, up to 5 
complete years of available site-specific met data 
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Short-term NAAQS… 

 SO2 effective date: 8/23/10 

 8/23/10 guidance provided interim SIL of 3 ppb 
[29M] 

 Should be compared to either: 
• Highest of the 5-year averages of the maximum modeled 

1-hour SO2 concentrations predicted each year at each 
receptor, based on 5 years of NWS data, or 

• Highest modeled 1-hour SO2 concentration predicted 
across all receptors based on 1 year of site-specific met 
data, highest of the multi-year averages of the maximum 
modeled 1-hour SO2 concentrations predicted  each year 
at each receptor, based on 2 or more, up to 5 complete 
years of available site-specific met data 
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Important 2009 NSR Actions 
DATE ACTION 

1/13/09 Public Nuisance.  In NC v. TVA, court orders TVA to control several 

plants in TN, citing public nuisance law  [22W, 22X] 

1/15/09 Aggregation.  EPA’s ‘Aggregation Rule’ Final Action interprets current 

rule to mean that projects should be aggregated only if “substantially 

related” and establishes rebuttable presumption that activities at a plant 

are not substantially related if they occur 3 or more years apart.  (74 FR 

2376) 

Took no action on proposed project netting rule. (74 FR 2376) 

Withdrew proposed rule on debottlenecking.  (74 FR 2460) 

1/22/09 Revisiting NSR Issues.  First of several EPA objections to Title V 

permits that actually revisit NSR issues  [16G]  (see also [26C, 25O, 

26E]) 
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2009 NSR Actions… 

DATE ACTION 

2/13/09 Aggregation.  EPA delayed effective date of the 1/15  

‘Aggregation Rule’ until 5/18/09 and convened “a proceeding for 

reconsideration” of the rule  (74 FR 7193) 

2/18/09 GHG.  EAB continues remand of permits to evaluate whether CO2 

should be controlled by BACT (see In re Deseret Power Electric 

Cooperative for the first such EAB remand, 11/13/08)  [24K, 21O] 

3/25/09 PM2.5.  PM2.5 test methods (filterable and condensable (CPM)) 

proposed and comment on ending transition period for CPM earlier 

than 1/1/11 solicited  (74 FR 12970) 

4/10/09 GHG.  Greenhouse Gas Reporting Rule proposed  (74 FR 16448) 
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2009 NSR Actions… 

DATE ACTION 

4/24/09 Reasonable Possibility.  EPA agrees to reconsider, but does not stay, 

Reasonable Possibility rule  [24Y] 

4/27/09 GHG.  EPA Region 9 files motion for voluntary remand to reconsider 

CO2 BACT in Desert Rock Energy Company EAB appeal  [24Z] 

5/14/09 Aggregation.  Aggregation Rule effective date stayed to 5/18/10  (74 

FR 22693) 

5/21/09 PM2.5.  First FR notice of approval of interpollutant PM2.5 precursor 

trading (offset) ratios (York Co., PA)  (74 FR 23856) 

6/1/09 PM2.5.  EPA agrees to stay the PM2.5 Implementation Rule 

grandfathering provisions until 9/1/09 and to reconsider several key 

provisions in the rule  (74 FR 26098) 
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2009 NSR Actions… 
DATE ACTION 

7/2/09 Source Definition-Common Control  Iowa District Court 

upholds use of SEC definition of “control” in determining 

whether two facilities are under common control  [25G] 

7/7/09 GHG.  Georgia Appeals Court rules that CO2 is not a regulated 

pollutant so permits do not require CO2 limits  [25S] 

7/23/09 PM2.5.  EPA proposes to extend stay of PM2.5 grandfathering 

provisions an additional 9 months  (74 FR 36427) 

9/21/09 GHG-Public Nuisance.  2nd Circuit upholds use of public nuisance 

suits to challenge GHG emissions  [26J] 

9/22/09 PM2.5.  EPA stays PM2.5 grandfathering provisions until 6/22/10  

(74 FR 48153) 
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2009 NSR Actions… 
DATE ACTION 

9/22/09 Source Definition.  EPA withdraws1/12/07 memorandum on oil and 

gas field “source” determinations  [25X] 

9/24/09 BACT-IGCC.  EAB remands Desert Rock permit per Region 9’s 

request.  Region 9 must justify excluding IGCC from BACT 

analysis.  [25Y] 

9/28/09 GHG.  EPA proposes to regulate GHG (3 of the 6 pollutants: CO2, 

methane, N2O) via light-duty vehicle standards  (74 FR 49454) 

9/30/09 Fugitive Emissions.  Fugitive Emissions (FE) Rule stayed from 

9/30/09 to 12/30/09.  Also, EPA will reconsider entire rule.  (74 FR 

50115) 

10/7/09 Regulated Pollutant.  EPA proposes to reconsider, but does not stay, 

the Johnson memorandum regarding pollutants “subject to 

regulation” (regulation must require actual control of pollutant)  (74 

FR 51535) 
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2009 NSR Actions… 

DATE ACTION 

10/8/09 Source Definition.  Administrator grants objection to Colorado Title 

V permit on basis that evaluation of other sources (for aggregation) 

within a “city block” was insufficient distance, overturning the 2007 

oil and gas field memorandum [23U] 

10/16/09 GHG-Public Nuisance.  5th Circuit upholds use of public nuisance 

suits to address GHG emissions 

10/27/09 Tailoring Rule.  EPA proposes Tailoring Rule for GHG (74 FR 

55292) 

10/30/09 GHG Reporting Rule.  Greenhouse Gas Reporting Rule 

promulgated, effective 12/29/10  (74 FR 56260) 
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2009 NSR Actions… 

DATE ACTION 

11/27/09 PM2.5.  Georgia, Illinois, and Pennsylvania found to have failed to 

submit attainment plans for PM2.5.  Effective 11/27/09, major NSR 

applicants are subject to 2:1 offsets.  (74 FR 62251) 

12/11/09 Fugitive Emissions.  FE Rule stay extended to 3/31/10  (74 FR 

65692) 

12/15/09 BACT-Clean Fuels.  Administrator objects to combined Title V/PSD 

permit on basis that natural gas was not considered in BACT 

analysis (in place of coal)  [26L] 

12/30/09 GHG Endangerment Finding.  Administrator finds that 6 GHG 

emissions endanger public health and welfare  (74 FR 66496) 
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2010 NSR Actions 

DATE ACTION 

1/20/10 PM2.5.  EPA required demonstration that PM10 was an reasonable 

surrogate for PM2.5 with the Trimble Co., KY, Generating Station  [27F] 

2/9/10 NO2 NAAQS.  EPA promulgates new 1-hour NO2 standard of 100 ppb 

based on the 3-year average of the 98th percentile of the yearly 

distribution of 1-hour daily maximum concentrations.  (75 FR 6474) 

2/11/10 Fugitive Emissions.  EPA proposes an additional 18 month stay to the 

existing stay of the Fugitive Emissions Rule (75 FR 6823) 

2/11/10 PM2.5.  EPA proposes to repeal the PM2.5 grandfathering provision 

and end the PM10 surrogate policy (75 FR 6827) 

3/8/10 Reform Rule.  EPA denies NRDC and Sierra Club petitions to 

reconsider and stay portions of the recently approved Wisconsin NSR 

Reform Rule SIP.  This is the first indication that EPA may be willing to 

approve other submitted Reform Rule SIPs.  (75 FR 10415) 
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2010 NSR Actions… 
DATE ACTION 

3/30/10 Project Netting.  Region 2, in a letter to Hovensa, states that 

project netting is not allowed, even for projects that comprise only 

existing units.  [27J] 

3/31/10 Fugitive Emissions.  EPA extends stay of Fugitive Emissions Rule an 

additional 18 months, to October 3, 2011 (75 FR 16012) 

4/2/10 Regulated Pollutants.  EPA Final Action on reconsideration of 

interpretation of regulations that determine pollutants covered by CAA 

programs.  EPA decided to continue interpretation that provisions must 

require actual control and set that date for the Title II GHG regulation 

as no earlier than 1/2/11 (assuming the rule affects model year 2012 

vehicles).  EPA also decided not to provide grandfathering of complete 

permit applications.  (75 FR 17004) 
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2010 NSR Actions… 
DATE ACTION 

4/12/10 1-Hour NO2 NAAQS.  Permits issued after this date must address 

whether they will cause or contribute to exceedance of the new short-

term NO2 NAAQS. 

4/15/10 Aggregation.  EPA seeks comment on reconsideration of rule, states 

that EPA’s preferred option is to revoke the Aggregation Rule, and 

proposed extending the stay of the rule an additional 6 months.  (75 FR 

19567) 

5/7/10 GHG Regulation.  EPA promulgates light duty vehicle rule regulating 

some GHG emissions from tailpipes.  Effective on 2012 models, so 

EPA considers GHG regulated after 1/1/11.  (75 FR 25324) 

5/18/10 Aggregation.  EPA delays effective date of rule until the proceeding for 

judicial review is completed or EPA completes the reconsideration of 

the rule.  (75 FR 27643) 
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2010 NSR Actions… 

DATE ACTION 

6/3/10 Tailoring Rule.  Final rule, effective 8/2/10, phases in NSR GHG 

permitting: 

• Step 1.  Beginning 1/2/11, PSD/Title V requirements apply to sources if 

the sources are subject to PSD or Title V anyway due to their non-GHG 

pollutants.  PSD applies to projects that increase net CO2e by at least 

75,000 tpy if project also significantly increases emissions of at least 

one non-GHG pollutant. 

•  Step 2.  Beginning 7/1/11, new sources of at least 100,000 tpy CO2e 

and modifications with at least a net 75,000 tpy CO2e increase are 

subject to PSD. 

•  Exception for both steps:  not subject to PSD for GHG unless GHG 

emissions also exceed the corresponding mass-based triggers (100/250 

tpy).  For example, a new listed source with 5 tpy of SF6 = 119,500 tpy 

CO2e, but the SF6 does not equal the 100 tpy mass threshold. 

(75 FR 31514) 
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2010 NSR Actions… 

DATE ACTION 

6/9/10 Project Netting.  Second EPA letter to Hovensa prohibiting inclusion of 

emissions decreases in calculating project emissions increases.  [28W] 

6/15/10 GHG Reporting Rule.  EPA proposes technical corrections and 

clarifications to the 10/30/09 Mandatory Reporting Rule 

6/22/10 SO2 NAAQS.  EPA promulgates a 1-hour SO2 standard of 75 ppb, 

based on the 3-year average of the annual 99th percentile of 1-hour 

daily maximum concentrations.  (75 FR 35520) 

7/12/10 GHG Reporting Rule.  EPA adds 4 source categories to the list of those 

required to report GHG: magnesium production, underground coal 

mines, industrial wastewater treatment, and industrial waste landfills.  

9(75 FR 39736) 

7/28/10 RMRR.  NC District Court rules that industry practice should be 

taken into account in determining what is routine.  [28O] 
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2010 NSR Actions… 

DATE ACTION 

8/2/10 GHG Permitting.  Texas refuses to change its rule to regulate GHG and 

castigates EPA ‘s ‘unlawful’ approach to doing so.  [28N] 

8/23/10 1-Hour SO2 NAAQS.  Permits issued after this date must address 

whether they will cause or contribute to exceedance of the new short-

term SO2 NAAQS. 

9/2/10 GHG Permitting.  EPA proposes a FIP to apply in any State that is 

unable to submit a corrective SIP revision to ensure that the State has 

authority to issue NSR permits for GHG sources.  (75 FR 53883) 

9/2/10 GHG Permitting.  EPA proposes to find that 13 States with EPA-

approved SIPs are substantially inadequate because they do not 

appear to apply PSD requirements to GHG-emitting sources.  (75 FR 

53892) 

10/20/10 PM2.5.  EPA  issues increments, SILs, and SMC for PM2.5.  (75 FR 

64864) 
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2010 NSR Actions… 
DATE ACTION 

Nov. 

2010 

GHG Permitting.  EPA issues PSD and Title V GHG Permitting 

Guidance (mainly applicability and BACT)  [29E] 

12/13/10 GHG Permitting.  EPA makes finding that 13 states (15 programs) with 

SIP-approved programs are substantially inadequate because they do 

not apply PSD requirements to GHG.  EPA issues a SIP call for each 

state to revise inadequacies by deadlines ranging from 12/22/10 to 

12/1/11.  (75 FR 77698) 

12/21/10 PM2.5.  EPA issues final rule for measuring filterable PM10 and PM2.5 

and for measuring condensable PM emissions.  (75 FR 80118) 

12/29/10 GHG Permitting.  EPA makes finding that Arizona, Arkansas, Florida, 

Idaho, Kansas, Oregon, and Wyoming (7 of the 13 listed on 12/13/10) 

failed to submit the required SIP revisions by the required date of 

12/22/10.  EPA planned to promulgate a FIP for each State in a 

separate action.  (75 FR 81874) 
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2010 NSR Actions… 
DATE ACTION 

12/30/10   GHG Permitting.  EPA promulgates a FIP allowing it to permit GHG 

sources in Arizona (Pinal County and the rest of the State, excluding 

Maricopa County, Pima County, and Indian Country), Arkansas, Florida, 

Idaho Kansas, Oregon, and Wyoming.  (75 FR 82246) 

12/30/10 GHG Permitting.  EPA promulgates rule raising the Title V GHG 

thresholds in 33 States (including DC and the Virgin Islands) with 

approved Title V programs, effective 12/30/10.  The GHG “double” 

threshold of 100,000 tons CO2e and 100 tons mass GHG reduces the 

number of sources required to obtain Title V permits after 7/1/11.  The 

mechanism EPA used was to limit EPA’s previous approval of these Title 

V programs.  (75 FR 82254) 

12/30/10 GHG Permitting.  EPA narrows its previous approval of SIP PSD 

programs in 24 States to the extent that they apply PSD to GHG-

emitting sources below the threshold in the final Tailoring Rule.  (75 FR 

82536) 
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2011 NSR Actions 
DATE ACTION 

1/2/11 GHG Permitting.  GHG become regulated pollutants for some “anyway” 

sources  (see Tailoring Rule) 

1/2/11 PM2.5.  Condensables must be counted in determining emissions for all 

forms of PM (PM2.5, PM10, and PM) 

1/7/11 GHG Permitting.  EPA posts its first GHG BACT review comments 

(Nucor Steel, Louisiana)  [29P] 

1/12/11 GHG Permitting.  EPA agrees to defer CO2 permitting for biomass-fired 

and other biogenic sources  [29R] 

March 

2011 

GHG Permitting.  EPA issues PSD and Title V Permitting Guidance for 

Greenhouse Gases.  [46U] 
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2011 NSR Actions 
DATE ACTION 

3/30/11 Fugitive Emissions.  Effective 3/30/11, EPA issues an interim rule 

to revert back to regulatory language that existed prior to the 

12/19/08 Fugitive Emissions Rule amendments.  After public 

comment, EPA will issue a final rule that will be in effect until EPA 

completes its reconsideration of the Fugitive Emissions Rule.  (Note: the 

e-CFR created an error that was not in the FR notice: the FR provided 

an edited version of 52.21d(b)(3)(iii)(b) that the e-CFR mistakenly put 

into 52.21(b)(3)(ii)(b)).  76 FR 17548 

5/18/11 PM2.5.  EPA repeals the “grandfather” provision where EPA’s rule 

is implemented.  EPA took no final action on its proposal to end early 

the 1997 PM10 surrogate policy in SIP-approved States, but that policy 

had ended two days earlier anyway.  76 FR 28646 

5/26/11 Avenal Power.  Court rules that EPA must take final action on permit 

applications within one year, as required by the CAA, including any 

appeal process.  Avenal was not required to meet new requirements 

that occurred after the initial year of processing.  [44J] 
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2011 NSR Actions 
DATE ACTION 

7/1/11 GHG Permitting.  New and modified sources exceeding the 

100,000/75,000 tpy CO2e thresholds (and a mass emissions increase) 

are subject to permitting (see Tailoring Rule) 

7/1/11 Indian Country.  EPA promulgates final rule for permitting in Indian 

country. 76 FR 38748 

7/20/11 GHG Permitting.  EPA promulgates final rule deferring for 3 years the 

application of the PSD and Title V permitting requirements to biogenic 

carbon dioxide emissions from bioenergy and other biogenic stationary 

sources.  76 FR 43490 

7/21/11 PM2.5.  EPA announces that it no longer supports the PM2.5 precursor  

interpollutant trading ratios discussed in its 2008 rule.  States must 

provide technical support for any ratios used.  [45E] 
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2011 NSR Actions 
DATE ACTION 

8/1/11 NAAQS: Secondary NO2 and SO2.  EPA proposes to add secondary 

NAAQS identical to the NO2 and SO2 primary 1-hour NAAQS and will 

undertake a field pilot program to gather and analyze data to determine 

the protection that a new multi-pollutant approach (an aquatic 

acidification index (AAI)) would afford.  76 FR 46084 

8/18/11 Avenal Power.  The EAB denies appeal of permit, allowing EPA to meet 

court-mandated deadline for issuance of delayed permit.  Appeal based 

on fact that Avenal permit did not address new requirements in effect at 

time of permit issuance.  [44T] 

8/23/11 Emissions Calculation.  Michigan US District Court opinion validates 

voluntary limitation of post-project emissions to avoid PSD applicability 

8/26/11 Greenhouse Gases.  EPA issues first letter to Semiconductor Industry 

Association re permitting for that industry under the Tailoring Rule. [46B] 
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2011 NSR Actions 
DATE ACTION 

11/16/11 Source Definition.  EPA announces 2 proposed settlement agreements 

with WildEarth Guardians re challenges to permits for Anadarko 

Petroleum’s Frederick Station (CO) and BP America’s Florida River 

Compressor Station on the extent of a stationary source.  EPA would 

agree to study, improve and streamline source determinations in the oil 

and gas industry in new or renewal Title V permits for which Region 8 is 

the initial Part 71 permitting authority.  76 FR 71027 

12/21/11 BACT.  Court rules in U.S. v. Minnkota that EPA failed to prove that 

North Dakota’s BACT determination was arbitrary or capricious. ND 

made a case by case determination that SCR was not technically 

feasible for ND lignite at this boiler.  [47H] 

12/22/11 GHG Permitting.  Second EPA letter re GHG permitting to the 

semiconductor industry.  [47D] 
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2011 NSR Actions 

DATE ACTION 

12/30/11 Indian Country.  EPA proposes amendments to the PSD rule correcting 

outdated language that limits EPA’s ability to delegate the PSD program 

to interested Indian tribes.  76 FR 82234 

12/30/11 Regional Haze.  EPA proposes to (1) determine that the Transport Rule 

(the Cross-State Air Pollution Rule) achieves greater reasonable 

progress towards Class I natural visibility goals than BART in States 

covered by the Transport Rule, (2) disapprove the regional haze SIPs of 

14 States that relied on CAIR to satisfy certain regional haze 

requirements, and (3) substitute FIPs to replace reliance on the CAIR 

requirements in these SIPs.  76 FR 82219 
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2012 NSR Actions 

DATE ACTION 

2/17/12 NO2 NAAQS.  EPA establishes air quality designations for NO2 

primary NAAQS: all areas of the U.S. are 

unclassifiable/attainment.  The PSD baseline areas and baseline 

dates remain the same.  77 FR 9532 

3/8/12 Greenhouse Gases (GHG).  EPA proposes Step 3 of the Tailoring 

Rule.  Under the proposal, the current applicability thresholds for 

GHG would be maintained.  EPA also proposed two “streamlining” 

approaches to the PSD and Title V permitting programs:  (1) GHG 

PALs could be issued on either a mass-basis (tpy) or CO2e-basis 

and used to determine whether a project is a major modification 

and whether GHG are subject to regulation; and (2) EPA would 

have the regulatory authority to issue minor NSR limitations for 

GHG in GHG FIP areas.  77 FR 14226 
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2012 NSR Actions 

DATE ACTION 

3/16/12 PM2.5.  EPA proposes to amend the definition of “regulated NSR 

pollutant” to “correct an inadvertent error made in 2008” and would 

reestablish the interpretation that condensable PM was not required to 

be included in the definition of “particulate matter” (PM).  Condensable 

PM would still be included in determining PM2.5 and PM10.  77 FR 

15656 

3/23/12 Using Title V to Address NSR Issues.  EPA objects to 3 Nucor Title V 

permits in Louisiana on the basis that the permitting agency failed to 

provide an adequate basis and rationale for EPA to determine that the 

permits comply with (mainly the NSR portion of) the CAA.  EPA  Order 

appears to go beyond legal authorization. 
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2012 NSR Actions 

DATE ACTION 

4/6/12 BACT/BART.  EPA approves North Dakota’s BART determination for 3 

units at two power plants.  Initially, EPA proposed to disapprove the 

determinations because ND did not determine BART for NOx to be 

SCR.  EPA changed its mind in part due to a court decision on 12/21/11 

that EPA had not demonstrated that ND’s findings (SNCR as BACT) 

were unreasonable and that BART generally could not be more 

stringent than a recent BACT determination for the same facility. 

4/13/12 Proposed GHG/CO2 Utility NSPS.  EPA proposes "Standards of 

Performance for Greenhouse Gas Emissions for New Stationary 

Sources: Electric Utility Generating Units.“, which would establish 

standards for CO2 emissions. 

6/14/12 Proposed PM2.5 NAAQS revision.  EPA proposes to reduce the 

annual standard, retain the 24- hour standard, set a secondary NAAQS 

based on visibility, grandfather certain permit applicants, and allow use 

of a “surrogacy approach” for demonstrating compliance with the 

visibility standard. 
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2012 NSR Actions 
DATE ACTION 

6/29/12 PM2.5 NAAQS-Proposal.  EPA proposes to: (1) lower the annual 

PM2.5 NAAQS to within a range of 12.0 to 13.0 µg/m3 and retain the 

24-hour standard, (2) retain the current 24-hour PM10 standard; and (3) 

revise the suite of secondary NAAQS by adding a distinct standard for 

PM2.5 for visibility using speciated PM2.5 mass concentrations and 

relative humidity data to calculate PM2.5 light extinction, translated to a 

deciview (dv) scale, a 24-hour averaging time, a 90th percentile form 

averaged over 3 years, and a level set at one of two options: 30 or 28 

dv.  For PSD permitting, EPA proposes (1) to grandfather PSD permits 

for which the proposed permit has been noticed for public comment 

before the effective date of the revised NAAQS and (2) a surrogacy 

approach (demonstration that the source will not cause or contribute to 

a violation of the mass-based 24-hour PM2.5 NAAQS) for implementing 

the secondary PM2.5 visibility index NAAQS. 
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2012 NSR Actions 
DATE ACTION 

7/12/12 Greenhouse Gases.  EPA issues final Step 3 rule for PSD and Title V 

and GHG Plantwide Applicability Limits (PALs).  The GHG applicability 

thresholds are not lowered and remain the same: 100,000/75,000 tpy.  A 

PAL can be issued on either a mass or CO2e basis.  Also, GHG-only 

sources may obtain a GHG PAL and remain a minor source so long as 

their GHG emissions remain below the PAL. 

8/7/12 Stationary Source Definition.  In Summit Petroleum Corp., the 6th 

Circuit ruled that Summit’s sweetening plant and sour gas wells 

must be sufficiently physically proximate to be considered 

“adjacent” within the ordinary (i.e., physical and geographical) 

meaning of that requirement.  EPA’s determination, based on 

“functional relatedness”, is unreasonable and contrary to the plain 

meaning of the term “adjacent”. 
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2012 NSR Actions 
DATE ACTION 

8/21/12 Transport Rule.  In  EME Homer City, L.P. v. EPA, the DC Circuit 

vacated the entire Transport Rule (the “Cross State Air Pollution Rule”), 

which EPA had issued to replace the remanded Clean Air Interstate 

Rule (CAIR).  EPA is to continue to administer CAIR pending the 

promulgation of a replacement rule, an effort that could take until 2017 

or beyond.  The court found that EPA exceeded its statutory authority in 

two independent ways: (1) upwind States were required to reduce 

emissions beyond their own significant contributions to downwind 

States’ nonattainment and (2) States were not given an opportunity to 

regulate their sources to obtain the required emission reductions (before 

EPA imposed a FIP).  In terms of NSR permitting, the effects of this 

decision may be most important in downwind States where attainment 

status and attainment plans may be affected. 
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